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VIIRS Flood Detection Map
Quick Guide
What is the VIIRS Flood Detection Map?
The VIIRS Flood Detection Map, which is called VIIRS NOAA&GMU Flood Version 1.0 (VNG Flood V1.0),
is a satellite-based flood extent product derived from daytime Suomi-NPP/VIIRS imagery with solar
zenith angles less than 85 degrees. Its spatial resolution is 375 meters. Flood extent is represented
in floodwater fractions (water fraction means percentage of water extent in a VIIRS 375-m pixel).

What is the VIIRS Flood Detection Map algorithm?
VIIRS Flood Detection includes a series of algorithms: a water detection algorithm based on
decision-tree approach, a geometry-based cloud shadow removal algorithm, an object-based terrain
shadow removal algorithm, a minor flood detection based on change detection algorithm and a
water fraction retrieval algorithm with dynamic nearest neighboring searching method. Floodwater
is determined by comparing the detected water against a water reference map derived from MODIS
global 250-m water mask (MOD44W) and water layer in the 30-m National Land Cover Dataset.

Which spectral bands make up the algorithm?
The spectral bands used in the algorithms are Suomi-NPP/VIIRS Imager bands 1 (600~680 nm), 2
(850~880 nm), 3 (1580~1640 nm) and 5 (1050~1240 nm) with 375-m nominal resolution and I-band
terrain-corrected geolocation data (i.e. GITCO) including longitude, latitude, solar zenith angles, solar
azimuth angles, sensor zenith angles and sensor azimuth angles.

Data latency of VIIRS Flood Detection Map data?
The VIIRS flood detection system is running routinely at SSEC/UW-Madison and GINA/UAF using
direct broadcasting VIIRS data. VIIRS near real-time flood maps have about a 1-hour latency after
VIIRS daytime overpasses are received. Generally, VIIRS flood maps are available around 13:30pm
local time in the lower 48 states - more frequent coverage is achieved in Alaska.

Available in AWIPS-II for National Weather Service Forecasters
Near real-time flood maps are distributed via the Unidata Local Data Manager (LDM) in AWIPS-II. The
instruction document is here:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mEDFEXzIXCTEGXfb_coLGm2fkONdsPl9G0hj7xS2AYM
Please contact Jay Hoffman (jay.hoffman@ssec.wisc.edu) for any questions related to AWIPS-II.
Additionally, the latest 30-day flood maps are also available in SSEC’s Real Earth:
CONUS: http://realearth.ssec.wisc.edu/?products=RIVER-FLDall-US
NERFC: http://realearth.ssec.wisc.edu/?products=RIVER-FLDall-NE
NCRFC: http://realearth.ssec.wisc.edu/?products=RIVER-FLDall-NC
MBRFC: http://realearth.ssec.wisc.edu/?products=RIVER-FLDall-MB

